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COASTAL ADVOCATES: 
Three county women earn 
recognition for efforts  
to block nuclear plant on 
Sonoma Coast in 1964 / A3

INSIDE

WARRIORS STUMBLE » Poor 
shooting by Golden State helps 
Pelicans in 119-100 defeat.  C1

INSPIRATIONAL TOURS » Glean 
eco-friendly ideas to freshen 
up home and landscape.  D1

GOOD MAGIC AT DERBY » High 
hopes for Banke as horse 
seeks prize in Kentucky.  C1

Price gouging claims pile up

Academy halts Nobel Prize in literature

STOCKHOLM — Faced with a 
sexual-abuse scandal, accusations 
of  financial wrongdoing and hints 
of  a cover-up, the Swedish Academy 
announced Friday that for the first 
time in 69 years it would postpone 
awarding the Nobel Prize in literature.

The decision to delay the award 
marked an extraordinary and seamy 
public reckoning for a 232-year-old 
cultural organization that has long 
been admired as one of  the world’s 
most prestigious scholarly bodies — 
but also criticized as secretive, arbi-
trary and patriarchal.

At the center of  the firestorm is 
a member of  the academy and her 
husband, who is accused of  groping, 
harassing and assaulting at least 18 
women over the years. The couple ran 
a cultural organization in Stockholm 
that received sizable payments from 
the academy, giving him the access 

and leverage, accusers say, to pres-
sure women into sex.

As revelations emerged over the 
past five months, the academy cut its 
ties to the organization; police opened 
a criminal investigation; members of  
the academy resigned in disgust; and 
the first woman to lead the academy 
was pushed out — brought down by 
other members seeking to play down 
the scandal, her defenders say.

All along, the academy insisted it 
would proceed with this year’s prize 
as planned, with a laureate to be 

State and county prosecutors are in-
vestigating a growing list of  price-goug-
ing complaints by renters in the North 
Bay after the governor recently extended 
wildfire recovery protections that outlaw 
price hikes of  more than 10 percent.

Charges have been filed against land-
lords in at least five cases across the 
North Bay, and several dozen other in-
vestigations are underway. Tips pour in 
weekly of  improper increases on goods 

and services, though most complaints in-
volve rents.

“These are constantly coming in and 
are at varying degrees of  investigation,” 
said Scott Jamar, chief  deputy district at-
torney in Sonoma County. “We have not 
filed any new cases yet, but I anticipate 
that we will be filing some in the future.”

Sonoma County is the epicenter for 
these claims because of  its position at the 
heart of  October’s firestorm that wiped 
out more than 5,100 homes. Concerned 
that the diminished supply could result 
in drastic surges in rent, the District 
Attorney’s Office created a regional anti-
gouging task force overseen by Jamar.

More than 250 price-gouging complaints 

RENTER COMPLAINTS » State, 
North Bay prosecutors probing  
250 cases over improper hikes
By KEVIN FIXLER
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Andrea 
Cashman, 
who relaxes 
in her living 
room, has been 
renting a one-
bedroom unit 
at Montevista 
Apartments in 
San Rafael for 
the past five 
years. She fears 
a 10-percent 
rent hike may 
force her  
to move.  

Anders 
Olsson
Acting permanent 
secretary of the 
Swedish Academy, 
which presents 
the Nobel Prize

Citing ‘crisis of confidence’ in 
sex-abuse scandal, committee 
postpones this year’s award

‘The Next Chapter’

The yellow, rubber-tracked excavator rolled up 
the driveway Friday to the rubble of  the last 
debris-filled lot in Coffey Park.

Within minutes the excavator’s bucket amassed 
a car-sized mound of  ash, bricks and broken bits of  
rust-colored metals. A red dump truck arrived to 
haul the refuse to a landfill near Novato. The debris 
and the burned house’s concrete foundation would be 
removed by day’s end, said Michael Wolff, head of  the 
construction company cleaning the lot.

The Waring Court homesite was the last to be 

cleared of  fire debris in the northwest Santa Rosa 
neighborhood, where 1,200 houses burned during last 
fall’s deadly wildfires.

“It’s time for the next chapter,” said Wolff, CEO of  
Wolff Contracting in Santa Rosa. “It feels like now 
we’re really into the building phase.”

October’s Tubbs fire burned west from Calistoga 
and turned a large swath of  northern Santa Rosa into 
a fiery wasteland. Four people died in and near Coffey 
Park. In all, the North Bay wildfires that month 
claimed 40 lives and destroyed 6,200 homes.

Along with the Waring Court property, Wolff’s crew 
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A Wolff Contracting crew removes debris Friday from a burned home on Waring Court in the Coffey Park neighborhood of Santa Rosa. The site 
was the last to be cleared of debris left from October’s Tubbs fire, which destroyed 1,200 homes in the community.
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COFFEY PARK CHRONICLES » Fire-scarred SR neighborhood 
reaches milestone as crew clears last property of debris 

ABOUT  
THE SERIES
As part of an ongoing 
series, The Press Dem-
ocrat is following the 
residents and recovery 
of Coffey Park, the Santa 
Rosa neighborhood  
destroyed by the Tubbs 
fire. Read all of the 
stories online at   
pressdemocrat.com

Trump 
knew of 
Daniels 
payment

WASHINGTON — President 
Donald Trump knew about a 
six-figure payment that Michael 
Cohen, his personal lawyer, 
made to a pornographic film ac-
tress several months before he 
denied any knowledge of  it to 
reporters aboard Air Force One 
in April, according to two people 
familiar with the arrangement.

How much Trump knew about 
the payment to Stephanie Clif-
ford, the actress, and who else 
was aware of  it have been at the 
center of  a swirling controversy 
for the past 48 hours touched off 
by a television interview with 
Rudy Giuliani, a new addition 
to the president’s legal team. 
The interview was the first time 
a lawyer for the president had 
acknowledged that Trump had 
reimbursed Cohen for the pay-
ments to Clifford, whose stage 
name is Stormy Daniels.

It was not immediately clear 
when Trump learned of  the pay-
ment to Clifford, which Cohen 
made in October 2016, at a time 
when media outlets were poised 
to pay her for her story about an 

After Giuliani’s remarks, 
retainer pact may raise 
president’s legal exposure
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR  
AND MAGGIE HABERMAN
NEW YORK TIMES
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